
Winter Expedition Starts This Month
Researching Creature Attacks and Killings

Found Footage Film

Venturing into uncharted territory the "Godfather" has
sorted through the horrific and almost beyond belief
legends that have surfaced to determine the route.

REDWOOD CITY, CA, UNITED STATES, October 7, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- The expedition team consisting of
Tom Biscardi Sr. (The Godfather of Bigfoot Hunters) his
son Tommy Jr. known as "TJ" and his grandson Tommy
and other team members will start their six week winter
expedition on October 10th. A historical team of three
generations of Biscardi will unite for one purpose, the
pursuit of this elusive creature. The legendary team has
taken the time to listen to the reports, research the
locations and plot the current migratory path of the elusive
primate know as Bigfoot. Due to the exciting and
disturbing reports the Godfather of Bigfoot Hunters (Tom
Biscardi, Sr.) has been compelled to again join the team.
Tom Biscardi Sr. has earned the title Godfather of Bigfoot
Hunters by continuing to investigate by sorting through the
minutia to find likely sites to explore and venture into the
wilderness seeking evidence of the creature's existence
from the early 1970's through today.
On a historical note, one of the first documented sightings
(in recently documented times) was recorded by Teddy
Roosevelt during a hunting expedition. Those nineteenth
century hunters never could have imagined the equipment that the team will be using to locate and
document this creature.
This year has been an epic year for the company with the museum exhibit in Middlesboro, Kentucky,
the TV news spots in Texas, North Carolina and New Hampshire, and many news stories in various
newspapers around the country. 
The Godfather of Bigfoot himself is setting off into uncharted territories. The team will be venturing to
the utmost regions of the pacific northwest. Tom and the team have been researching reports of
brutal creature attacks as well as killings. The Godfather has been harboring these stories for the past
year and sorting through the reports of various sightings as well as horrific and almost beyond belief
legends that have surfaced. 
The three main First Nation tribes in the region all respect and worship the creature in their own ways.
Due to the location, the Godfather will continue to establish relationships of mutual respect and
understanding with the tribes that are experiencing the disturbing stories that have come to light in the
past year. Tom has established these type of relationships with many First Nation tribes, Navajo,
Blackfeet, Apache, Ojibwe, Cherokee, Choctaw, Cree, Seminole, Sioux, Chippewa and various other
tribes.
One of the main stops along the route will be East Glacier Park where the company is embarking in a
mutually beneficial project with businessman and entrepreneur, Bill Stewart and family who
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Award Winning documentary film of the
hunt.

Another award winning documentary of
the continuing search.

anticipates breaking ground in the spring of 2017 for a
one of a kind "Bigfoot" museum, housed in a hotel spa,
restaurant and lounge facility. The team is in the
discussion stage of establishing a thriving community of
avid researchers in that area. 
This area is also known as "Bigfoot Alley" due to the
plethora of stories that have accumulated throughout the
years. The terrain allows many types of migratory
animals to move from the northern region to southern
and vice versa according to the seasons. According to
past research the creature stays at the northern tree-
lines to avoid detection. Traveling along the mountain
ranges also provides migration routes that are seldom
traveled by man.
With the new thermal imaging and drone equipment the
team will be using they are hopeful of finding and
documenting more than just footprints during this
expedition. The team has the utmost respect for the
beliefs of the First Nation tribes that hold the territory the
creature is migrating through and will endeavor to explore
the area in the most non-invasive ways possible with the
drone surveillance and thermal imaging as primary tools
for gathering evidence.
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